
Sublime Tag

Sublime Tag                       Featuring: A Ladies’ Diary Collection

Product list:

“Afternoon Tea” #4500503 (2)
“Fashion Plates” #4500508  
“Garden Stroll” #4500506
“Timeless Memoir” #4500510
“Lasting Impression” #4500511
Alphabet Stickers #4500516
Chipboard Die Cuts 1 #4500514
Coredinations Sig Series – Photogenic
Seam Binding - Pink 10”
Seam Binding - Black 14” 
Black Crystal 

Tools:

Detail Scissors
Scissors
Dimensional Foam Adhesive
Dry Adhesive Runner
Quick Dry Liquid Adhesive
Paper Trimmer
Hole Punch

Instructions

1. Cut  4 !” x 9 "” strip from “Timeless Mem-
oir”, snip top corners diagonally, punch hole  
in top center of tag.

2. Adhere  4” x 8” horizontal mat cut from 
“Fashion Plates” to lower portion of tag.

3. Adhere 3 #” x 7 #” horizontal strip mat from 
“Afternoon Tea” to “Fashion Plates” mat.

4. Adhere 3 !” x 7 !” horizontal strip mat 
from “Garden Stroll” to the “Afternoon Tea” 
mat. 

5.  Cut  7 !” border mat from “Lasting Impres-
sion” and adhere "” from the bottom of the 
“Garden Stroll” mat.
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8.  Create “Sublime” title using sticker sheet, 
stick alphas on a 3” x 1” strip of black card-
stock, trim and adhere to upper left corner of 
“Garden Stroll” mat.

9.  Select a chipboard tag and tie black ribbon 
through hole.  Adhere black crystal/pearl and 
adhere to the left side of the teapot using 
dimensional foam adhesive.

10.  Tie ribbon through hole in the top center of 
tag.

6.  Using detail scissors, cut Tea Cup, Note and 
Saucer image from “Afternoon Tea”.

7.  Cut 2 images from “Fashion Plates” and ad-
here to the upper right corner behind the tea 
pot and saucer, adhere to right side of tag.

A Ladies’ Diary 12 x 12 Easel Album
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